VIRES Simulationstechnologie GmbH provides software solutions for
creation, animation, visualization and sensor perception of virtual
environments for ADAS and active safety systems. We support our
customers in the automotive and rail sectors in their efforts to shape the
future of mobility. VIRES is a member of MSC.Software Group of companies
and is owned by Hexagon, a leading global provider of information
technology solutions.
For our office in Bad Aibling, we have an open position

Content Creator (f/m) for 3D-Visualization
This position is part of our creative team that uses CAD data to create real-time 3D graphics, creating
fascinating virtual worlds. You are the interface between our creative designers, the development team and
various contact persons on the customer side.
Your tasks





Contribution to customer projects from the automotive- and railway sector
Converting CAD-data for visualization of 3D-models for real-time engine
Realization of 3D objects and environment for a generated virtual world (terrain, cities, roads, vegetation)
Inserting external data in our Road Designer software

Your qualification, knowledge and experience








Good spatial perception, superb eye for architecture along with a certain mathematical understanding
Preferably an educational background in media-design or similar specification
Previous work experience in the field of 3D-Visualization using 3ds-max
Good texturing skills using Photoshop, Quixel Suit or Substance Designer
Skills in Linux and basic knowledge of programming is a plus
Advantageous basic knowledge in railway traffic
Very good german and good english language skills

We offer





Flat hierarchy and fast decision making
Interesting and challenging tasks
Flexible working hours
Good working atmosphere in an international and creative team

Are you interested in being a part of shaping the world of autonomous driving?
Please send an email with your job application, your salary expectation requirement and the earliest possible
start date to: recruiting@vires.com.
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